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Abstrat
We present an algorithm (CaSPA) whih aounts for the eets of
periodi boundary onditions in the alulation of size of perolating ag-
gregated lusters. The algorithm alulates the gyration tensor, allowing
for a mixture of innite (marosale) and nite (mirosale) priniple mo-
ments. Equilibration of a triblok opolymer system from a disordered
initial onguration to a hexagonal phase is examined using the algorithm.
Keywords: Aggregation, Periodi Boundary Conditions, Triblok Copolymer
PACS: 02.70.Ns, 61.46.Be, 64.70.mf, 82.35.Jk
1 Introdution
Strutures obtained from surfatant solutions or blok opolymers and their
properties are of interest in many elds [1℄. The proesses that our during
these transitions an be relevant in polymer proessing for the fabriation of
nanostrutured materials [2℄, espeially in ases where the reversibility between
strutures is of interest. In biophysis, the lamellar to reverse hexagonal phase
transition is onsidered as the rst step in understanding membrane fusion [3,
4, 5℄.
Order-disorder and order-order transitions have been studied experimentally,
theoretially and using omputer simulations. Muh of the theoretial and simu-
lation work has foused on the identiation of dierent ordered strutures that
an be obtained when hanging the arhiteture of the amphiphili moleule and
the system onditions [6℄. Nevertheless, the dynami proesses that desribe the
order-disorder or order-order transitions are also important. Proesses suh as
mielle formation and stabilization, sphere to rod transitions, bilayer breakdown
and strutural hanges during the formation of nanostrutured materials have
attrated muh attention [7, 8℄.
Groot and Madden used dissipative partile dynamis (DPD) simulations to
desribe the formation of an hexagonal phase from a disordered phase, where
∗
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an unstable gyroid phase appears as an intermediate using DPD simulations [9℄.
More reently, Soto-Figueroa et al. desribed the dynamis of dierent order-
order transitions in polystyrene-polyisoprene diblok opolymers [10℄. The tran-
sition between hexagonally paked ylinders to an array of body entred ube
spheres is a result of undulations in the ylinders that eventually break into
ellipsoids to latter form spheres. They also desribe the transition from a bi-
ontinuous struture to a lamellar phase going through an intermediate phase
ontaining innite ylinders, not observed by Groot and Madden, before a lamel-
lar phase is obtained. Dynamis of the formation of ordered phases has also been
reported for a variety of surfatant arhitetures [11℄, but most of the results are
limited to a olletion of snapshots at dierent times during the simulation. In
some ases, an order parameter is dened and used to determine the evolution
of the observed phases, whih requires the alulation of the struture fator
[12℄.
For any simulation approah whih seeks to model mesosale aggregates
from the mirosale, the aggregates will appear innite, that is, they will per-
olate, spanning the periodi boundary onditions (PBCs) of the simulation.
The dimensionality of the aggregate (whether one dimensional for ylinders,
two dimensional for lamellae, or three dimensional for network strutures) will
set the dimensionality of this perolation. Algorithms exist to identify aggre-
gates within a simulation onguration (prinipally, the Hoshen-Kopelman (H-
K) algorithm [13℄), however, one identied, the aggregate must be properly
haraterised.
The standard approah to haraterisation of the size and shape of an ag-
gregate is diagonalization of its gyration tensor S. If the positions of the N
partiles in the aggregate relative to its enter of mass are given by {ri}, the
gyration tensor is given by:
Sαβ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
rαi r
β
i (1)
where rαi denotes the α'th omponent of the vetor r, and Sαβ indiates the
(α, β)'th element of the tensor S. The eigenvetors of this tensor (the prinipal
axes) give the orientation of the aggregate, and the assoiated eigenvalues (the
priniple moments) give the length sales of the aggregate along these vetors.
A naive implementation of Eqn. 1 for a perolating aggregate, using only
the oordinates from the mirosale aggregate identied within the simulation
boundary onditions, will produe inorret results. First, suh an implementa-
tion will not identify the orret priniple moments; sine the full, marosale
aggregate is perolating, at least one priniple moment is innite by deni-
tion. Seond, there is some subtlety as to whih periodi images of a partile
to inlude in the alulation, suh that only partiles within a single aggregate
should be inluded, and partiles within images of the aggregate must be ex-
luded. Finally, by not expliitly dealing with the perolation of the aggregate,
pathologial ongurations may result in an inorretly oriented gyration ten-
sor. If the priniple axes are inorretly oriented, then equivalently the priniple
moments will be wrong. This is illustrated in 1.
In this work, we present an algorithm (Calulation of Size of Perolating Ag-
gregates, or CaSPA) to deal with these issues. The algorithm is demonstrated
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Figure 1: An aggregate (lled area) repeated aross periodi boundary on-
ditions. The miro-sale aggregate identied from the struture is shown by
the blak lled area, and the gyration tensor for this aggregate is shematially
illustrated by the full arrows. To alulate the gyration tensor for the true per-
olating aggregate, only partiles in the blak and dark shaded areas should be
inluded. The gyration tensor for the perolating aggregate is shematially il-
lustrated by the dotted arrows. The two gyration tensors are not aligned. Note
that the perolating aggregate is innite in the horizontal diretion, whereas
the longest priniple omponent of the mirosale aggregate lies losest to the
vertial diretion.
through appliation to aggregates formed in a triblok opolymer system, sim-
ulated using dissipative partile dynamis (DPD) [14, 15, 16, 17℄.
2 Methods
2.1 CaSPA algorithm
Consider an aggregate omposed of N partiles {ri}, with gyration tensor S.
The aggregate exists within PBCs, and is a perolating luster, that is, partiles
within the aggregate are onneted to partiles in ertain periodi images of the
aggregate. We denote the set of translation vetors between the ontating
images {p′i}; these an be redued to a ombination of np linearly independent
vetors {pi}. The aggregate is therefore perolating in np dimensions. We seek
the gyration tensor Smacro for the full marosale aggregate, made up of the
ombination of individual, ontating aggregates aross the periodi boundaries.
If we inlude ni image aggregates along eah of the p vetors, this gyration tensor
will be given by:
Smacroαβ =
1
Nn
np
i

 (ni−1)/2∑
k1=−(ni−1)/2
· · ·
(ni−1)/2∑
knp=−(ni−1)/2

×
N∑
i=1

rαi +
np∑
j=1
kjp
α
j



rβi +
np∑
j′=1
kj′p
β
j′


(2)
Multiplying out, through the symmetry of the sum limits, and onsidering
that sine the origin is at the enter of mass
∑
i p
α
i = 0, we nd:
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Smacroαβ = Sαβ +
1
12
(ni − 1) (ni + 1)Qαβ (3)
where the tensor Q is given by:
Qαβ =
np∑
i=1
pαi p
β
i (4)
Note the similarity between the form of Q and the denition of the gyration
tensor (Eq. 1). The tensor Q an be onsidered as the normalized gyration
tensor for a oarse-grained representation of the marosale aggregate, with one
point mass per image. We seek to diagonalise Smacro, giving three eigenve-
tors (the priniple axes) Ai, and three orresponding eigenvalues (the priniple
omponents) λ2i , λ
2
1 ≤ λ
2
2 ≤ λ
2
3.
As ni tends to innity (the bulk limit), the gyration tensor S
macro
beomes
dominated by the matrix Q. This determines the orientation of the marosale
aggregate in spae. However, provided the aggregate does not perolate in all
dimensions, one or more of the eigenvalues ofQ will be zero, heneQ is singular.
By performing singular value deomposition [18℄ on Q, we an identify the range
U of Q, the set of np eigenvetors with non-zero eigenvalues, and the nullspae
V of Q, a set of orthogonal eigenvetors for whih the eigenvalues are zero. The
marosale aggregate will have innite priniple omponents in the range (where
Q will dominate), and nite priniple omponents in the nullspae (where only
S ontributes).
For tensors Q with a single vetor V1 in the nullspae, the orientation of
the nite priniple omponent of the marosale aggregate is given by A1 = V1
and the value of the nite prinipal omponent is given by the projetion of S
along this vetor, λ21 = V
T
1 SV1. The remaining two priniple omponents are
innite, λ22 = λ
2
3 = ∞, with the orresponding priniple axes lying along the
range, A2 = U2 and A3 = U3.
For a tensorQ with two vetors (V1 andV2) in the nullspae, the orientation
of the innite priniple omponent λ23 =∞ of the marosale aggregate is given
by A3 = U3. The vetors desribing the nite prinipal omponents will be
linear ombinations of V1 and V2, whih will be a pair of vetors whih are
orthogonal to the range U3, but are otherwise arbitrary. To nd the nite
priniple axes, we must projet the matrix S into the plane given by V. This
results in a two dimensional gyration tensor given by
[
VT1
VT2
]
S
[
V1 V2
]
,
with two-dimensional eigenvetors A′1 and A
′
2, and orresponding eigenvalues
giving the priniple omponents, λ21 and λ
2
2. The orientations of the priniple
omponents are given by Ai = A
′
i [V1 V2], that is, the eigenvetors A
′
i give the
appropriate linear ombinations of the nullspae vetors to give the priniple
axes.
The two remaining ases are tensors Q with no nullspae, representing a
perolating marosale aggregate whih is innite in all diretions (λ21 = λ
2
2 =
λ23 = ∞), and tensors Q with a three-dimensional nullspae, representing ag-
gregates with no self ontats, whih an be treated entirely from the aggregate
gyration tensor S.
From this, the algorithm to alulate the priniple omponents and axes of
the marosale aggregate must perform the following steps:
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1. Identify the aggregate oordinates {ri}, and alulate the aggregate gyra-
tion tensor S.
2. Identify the set of self-ontat vetors, {p′i}, and redue it to a linearly
dependent set, {pi}.
3. Calulate the tensor Q ({pi}), and nd its range U and nullspae V.
4. Calulate the projetion of the gyration tensor S onto the nullspae V.
5. Return the marosale aggregate priniple axes (the range U and unit
vetor projetions of the nullspae V onto the gyration tensor S) and
priniple omponents (innity for axes orresponding to the range, and
the length of the vetor projetions of the nullspae V onto the gyration
tensor S for the remaining omponents).
We now desribe how suh an algorithm may be implemented.
2.1.1 Identiation of the aggregate oordinates
The H-K algorithm is suitable for initial identiation of an aggregate from
a partile onguration. However, to deal with an aggregate whih rosses
PBC's, an extra step is neessary. In simulation oordinates, aggregates will
often onsist of a number of disjunt segments, onneted aross the PBC's
(see 2). The rst task of the algorithm, one the initial N -partile aggregate
has been identied, is to stith these disjunt segments into a single, fully
onneted objet. The minimum image onvention annot be used for this,
sine the positions of partiles in images of the aggregate may beome mixed
with positions of partiles in the aggregate during alulation of the gyration
tensor, giving inorret results.
To stith an aggregate together, the oordinates {ri} of the partiles in
the aggregate are passed to a version of the luster identiation algorithm
whih does not reognise the PBCs. This identies the nd disjoint segments,
and returns a list {li}, labelling eah of the N partiles in {ri} aording to
whih subluster that partile is a member of. The algorithm then loops over
all pairs of partiles, until it nds a pair (i, j) suh that li 6= lj , and whih
ontat aross PBCs. Having found suh a pair, all partiles with label li are
relabelled with lj and translated suh that partiles i and j are bonded without
PBCs (merging disjunt lusters li and lj into a single, onneted luster), and
nd is deremented. This is then repeated until nd = 1, that is, there exists
only a single onneted luster. Note that the resulting set of oordinates will
now extend outside of the original PBCs (see 2). A owhart for the stithing
algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 . Given this single onneted luster (the mirosale
aggregate), the gyration tensor S an be alulated as Eqn. 1.
2.1.2 Identiation of the Self-Contat Vetors
One the aggregate oordinates have been identied, the self-ontat vetors an
be found. The set {p′i} is easy to identify - loop aross every pair of partiles
in the aggregate, hek if they are ontating aross the PBCs, and if they are,
store the vetor onneting the periodi images (given, in the terminology of 3,
by Shift(∆r)). This set may, however, be very large, and will in general ontain
5
Figure 2: Illustration of the stithing proess. Shaded irles represent parti-
les within the PBC's whih form two disjunt segments of a single aggregate.
One self-ontat vetors have been identied, one of these segments is trans-
lated outside of the PBC's (open irles) suh that the aggregate forms a single,
onneted luster.
Figure 3: The stithing algorithm. Inset: the shift algorithm, whih nds
the vetor between periodi images. The funtion rint rounds its argument to
the nearest integer. The vetor P ontains the lengths of the periodi boundary
onditions.
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a large quantity of redundant data. We seek instead the linearly independent
set {pi}, whih in three dimensions may onsist of a maximum of three vetors.
To nd these vetors, the algorithm must loop aross every pair of partiles
in the aggregate, heking for ontat aross PBCs, until a vetor onneting
periodi images is found. This is stored in p1. The loop then ontinues, until
a seond andidate vetor p′ is found. The algorithm must hek that this new
vetor is linearly independent of p1; the ondition for this is that |p1 × p
′| 6= 0.
If p′ is linearly independent of p1, then the algorithm sets p2 = p
′
. Otherwise,
the algorithm ontinues to hek andidate vetors p′ for linear dependene
against p1.
If two linearly dependent vetors have been found, then the loop one again
ontinues, but now andidate vetors must be heked for linear independene
against p1 and p2. The ondition for linear independene is now that det ([p1 p2 p
′]) 6=
0. If p′ is linearly independent of p1, the algorithm sets p3 = p
′
, and terminates;
the aggregate is perolating in three dimensions, hene all priniple omponents
are innite.
One all pairs have been heked, the algorithm is left with np linearly inde-
pendent self-ontat vetors {pi}. A owhart for the self-ontat identiation
algorithm is shown in 4. From the vetors {pi}, the tensor Q may be alulated
as Eqn. 4. This tensor is then diagonalised. There should be np non-zero eigen-
values, orresponding to the eigenvetors {Ui} in the range of Q, and (3− np)
zero eigenvalues, orresponding to the eigenvetors {Vi} in the nullspae of Q.
2.1.3 Calulation of Gyration Tensor of the Innitely Repeated Ag-
gregate
Finally, the algorithm has the aggregate gyration tensor S, the dimensionality
of perolation, np, and the range and nullspae of perolation, {Ui} and {Vi}.
The algorithm will already have terminated if the aggregate is perolating in
three dimensions, returning three innite priniple omponents. Otherwise, the
priniple omponents and axes may be alulated by projetion of S onto the
nullspae V, as detailed above. A full owhart of CaSPA is shown in 5.
2.1.4 Optimization
The algorithm as desribed here has been separated into parts for oneptual
larity, and as suh is not optimized for speed. It is antiipated, however, that
the generation of unorrelated ongurations by simulation for analysis is likely
to be signiantly slower than the analysis of these ongurations.
The proess of heking all pairs in the system means that, as presented, the
time needed sales as N2. If the denition of ontat allows, the algorithm an
be redued to saling with N via onstrution and use of a ell list. A seond ob-
vious improvement would be to perform the identiation of self-ontat vetors
{pi} at the same time as the stithing algorithm, by heking for boundary-
rossing ontats between partiles in the same aggregate segment. While this
will not hange the saling form, it should signiantly redue the onstant of
proportionality.
7
Figure 4: The ContatVetors algorithm.
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Figure 5: The CaSPA algorithm; CoM frame denotes the frame of referene
where the aggregate enter of mass is the origin.
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2.2 Test System
To demonstrate the algorithm, we have simulated equilibration of a triblok
opolymer solution from an initial, random onguration. The simulation has
been performed using dissipative partile dynamis (DPD). This is a mesosale
simulation methodology, where partiles represent loosely-dened uid ele-
ments, and move via a ombination of dissipative, random and onservative
interpartile fores.
Partiles in the system interat via the standard DPD fore eld [16℄, given
by:
Uij =
{
aij
2rc
(rc − rij)
2
rij ≤ rc
0 rij > rc
(5)
where rij is the separation between partiles indies i and j, rc is a notional
partile diameter (setting the length sale of the system), and aij a parameter
whih depends upon the types of partiles indies i and j, setting the strength
of interation between these types. Partiles whih are bonded along a polymer
hain also interat via a spring fore, spring onstant C = 4kBT [17℄.
The simulated system exists within a ubi box of size 15rc, with total
partile number density ρ = 3, and is made up of A and B type monomers
and solvent partiles (type S). Interation parameters for like partile types
are aXX = 25, and for unlike types are aSA = aAB = 50 and aSB = 25; as
suh, A-type monomers are hydrophobi. All A and B type monomers exist
as part of A3B10A3 triblok opolymers. The system has 4061 solvent partiles,
and 379 opolymers, giving a opolymer volume fration of 0.6. The simulation
redued timestep is ∆t = 0.01, and the simulation is run for 4× 106 timesteps.
The initial onguration is generated by plaing solvent partiles and one end
monomer of eah opolymer randomly in the simulation box. Copolymers are
grown by plaing the enter of the next monomer in eah polymer at a random
position on a sphere of radius rc entered on the previous monomer. The energy
of this random onguration is then minimised by steepest desent to give the
starting onguration for the simulation.
3 Results
Time series data of the ongurational energy (deomposed into pair and spring
interations) from the simulation are shown in 6. From the point of view of en-
ergy, the random initial system onguration appears to reet the equilibrium
state well, and the system does not appear to pass through any signiant en-
ergeti relaxation.
Stithed snapshot ongurations from the simulation (see 7) indiate that
the system undergoes mesophase separation, with the hydrophobi A-type
monomers forming elongated aggregates, demixed from the solvent and B-type
monomers. As suh, the CaSPA algorithm has been used to study these ag-
gregates. Pairs of A-type monomers are onsidered to be onneted if they
overlap (that is, if rij < rc). Data for lusters smaller than 3 monomers are
disarded. It should be noted that the results we present are insensitive to
the denition of onnetivity, being qualitatively similar aross a range of def-
initions of onnetivity from r < 0.8rc to r < 1.2rc. This insensitivity an
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Figure 6: Congurational energy for the triblok opolymer simulation, de-
omposed into pair interations (UC) and spring fore interations (US), as a
funtion of simulation time t. No signiant energeti relaxation is observed.
Figure 7: Stithed snapshot onformations from the triblok opolymer sim-
ulation. Cylinders join A-type monomers separated by less than rc. Lines
indiate the simulation box. a) Coexistene between large, self-ontating ag-
gregate (lower right) and elongated mielle at t = 2∆t. b) Coexistene between
large, self-ontating aggregate (enter), spherial mielle (top) and elongated
mielle (bottom) at t = 100∆t. ) Single, elongated mielle at t = 200∆t. d)
Large, self-ontating aggregate at t = 380∆t.
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Figure 8: Radial distribution funtion gAA(r) between hydrophobi monomers.
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Figure 9: Prinipal omponents of the gyration tensor λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ λ3 for lusters
of A-type monomers as a funtion of simulation time t. The left hand olumn
shows prinipal omponents for non-perolating lusters. The right hand olumn
shows prinipal omponents for lusters whih are perolating in one dimension;
note that, for these lusters, λ3 = ∞ by denition. Multiple points at a given
time step denote multiple lusters of that type at a given time step.
be explained by onsidering the radial distribution funtion between A-type
monomers gAA(r) (see 8). The nearest-neighbour peak an be seen to be at a
maximum at at r = 0.825rc, and an further be seen to be distint from the
broader peak indiating aggregate struture up to r ≈ 1.2rc. As long as the
uto for onnetivity lies between these two values, the algorithm will probe
nearest neighbour struture in an eetive fashion.
Time series data from CaSPA for the prinipal gyration omponents of these
lusters are shown in 9. Within these results, lusters of A-type monomers are
found to be either non-perolating, or to be perolating in only one dimension.
Time series data for the fration of A-type monomers in lusters of eah type
are shown in 10. While no obvious energeti relaxation is observed, the CaSPA
results suggest signiant strutural relaxation.
The CaSPA data learly shows that, aross most of the simulation, the
system is dominated by the presene of a single, large (ontaining more than
70% of all A-type monomers) luster whih is perolating in one dimension.
As suh, we an suggest that the system is equilibrating towards a hexagonal
12
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Figure 10: Fration of A-type monomers in non-perolating lusters (f0) and in
lusters whih are perolating in one dimension (f1) as a funtion of simulation
time, t. Multiple points at a given time step indiate multiple lusters of that
type at that time step.
ylindrial liquid rystal.
Up until t ≈ 19300∆t, the perolating luster oexists with one or more
smaller, though still signiant, non-perolating lusters, whih appear to be
miellar in harater. Where only a single mielle exists, it an be seen to be
extended, and approximately ylindrial (λ1 ≈ λ2 < λ3) (see snapshot ongu-
ration in 7(a)). The largest priniple omponent of this mielle an be seen to be
of the order of half the length of the simulation box (λ3 ≈ 7rc). Where two mi-
elles exist, the smaller mielle is approximately spherial (λ1 ≈ λ2 ≈ λ3 ≈ rc),
while the larger mielle is extended and approximately ylindrial (see snap-
shot onguration in 7(b)). The exess material ontained in these mielles is
absorbed into the larger luster at t ≈ 19300∆t. The smallest prinipal mo-
ments of gyration λ1 and λ2 inrease at around t ≈ 19300∆t, orresponding to
absorption of this material into the large mielle.
After t ≈ 19300∆t, the vast majority (greater than 99.5%) ofA-type monomers
exist in a single luster. Aross most of this time (approximately 85%), that
luster is perolating in one dimension (see snapshot onguration in 7(d)),
however, there are ve events where that luster beomes non-perolating (see,
for e.g., snapshot onguration in 7()). During these events, the luster keeps
approximately the same values for the smaller prinipal moments of gyration,
while taking on a large value (λ3 ≈ 18.5rc) for the largest prinipal moment.
The harater of the large, perolating luster does not appear quite ylin-
drial from the data; the aspet ratio of the luster is not unity, but instead
λ2/λ1 ≈ 1.9. This value does not hange signiantly with time. The reason for
this apparent non-ylindrial harater is made lear in the stithed snapshot
ongurations (7); the luster does not lie along a straight path, but is instead
signiantly urved. This suggests that the onguration is not fully equili-
brated, but is suering from a nite size eet, where the ylindrial aggregate
is not aligned properly within the simulation box, and must bend in order to
maintain self-ontat aross periodi boundaries. We suggest that the observed
events where the luster beomes non-perolating orrespond to equilibration
towards the orret alignment.
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4 Disussion
In the previous setions, we have presented CaSPA, a novel algorithm to har-
aterise the size and orientation of perolating aggregates, and have tested this
algorithm on a triblok opolymer system. Results using CaSPA show that this
system forms perolating one-dimensional aggregates. These results demon-
strate the strengths of the algorithm. Congurational energy does not indiate
any relaxation phenomena during the simulation (6), whereas measurement
of the size of aggregated lusters learly identies strutural relaxation (9).
While the standard Hoshen-Kopelman algorithm would identify the presene
of this relaxation, CaSPA allows a fuller desription by identifying perolating
aggregates. In the ase presented here, this allows very long elongated mi-
elles to be distinguished from true perolating ylindrial aggregates. Further,
CaSPA returns the orret priniple moments of gyration for branhed pero-
lating strutures (suh as the perolating aggregates in 7 (a) and (b)). Finally,
the stithing step in CaSPA an be used to generate snapshot ongurations
of aggregates (7) whih are easier to visualise than the equivalent unstithed
ongurations. Coupled with data on the size of aggregates, this learer visual-
ization an aid both understanding and ommuniation of observed behaviors
in simulation of mesostrutured materials.
Use of CaSPA is omplementary to other order parameter measurements
used to desribe mesophase strutures. While the algorithm provides a broad
range of information on the size and shape of aggregates, it does not provide
information on the degree of segregation of aggregating partiles from the rest
of the system. As a omparative example, the P order parameter proposed by
Groot et al [12℄ provides information on the degree of segregation of partiles,
and an dierentiate between strutures, but is not intended to provide lear ge-
ometri information on those strutures. In summary, CaSPA provides a useful
addition to methods for identiation and haraterisation of mesostrutured
materials.
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